Know What’s Going On Inside Your Cargo

Reimagine your cargo loading operations with SmartPack™ Container.

- **Optimize** space to ship less air and reduce operating costs.
- **Process** more packages faster with greater efficiency.
- **Reduce** damage and loss.
- **Receive** Real-time insights and data to improve processes and safety.

The Intelligent New Loading Environment

**Sense**

what’s happening across your loading operations.

Enable deeper enterprise visibility into people, processes, packages and productivity.

Enterprise-grade sensing technology + scanning and mobile technology.

**Analyze**

real-time and historical data instantly.

Empower your workforce by delivering actionable insights.

Drive smarter business decisions.

**Act**

on data to improve loading efficiencies and performance.

Help workers make the right next move, at the right time.

Experience a greater vantage point for a greater advantage.
Here’s how logistics organizations benefit from SmartPack™ Container...
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**The cost Savers**

*Watch performance go up as operational costs go down*

- Measure volumetric efficiency for better space utilization and fullness tracking.
- Manage multiple loads via fixed or mobile dashboards.
- Collect and analyze real-time data and historical trends from one or multiple cargo loading areas.

**The right Tools**

*Improve quality, training and safety*

- Monitor load construction to ensure balance and proper stacking.
- Maximize historical data and images to develop or improve safety and training.
- Utilize the centralized dashboard to monitor the loading process and provide real-time feedback to workers when needed.

**The time Savers**

*Load containers more quickly and accurately*

- Monitor load rates and quality status in all containers via visual indicators.
- Customize alert triggers for load quality, idle time and unit load device open/close status.
- Access real-time views into fullness, anticipated cut times and utilization.

Learn how Zebra SmartPack Container can take your loading operations to peak performance. Visit us at [www.zebra.com/smartpack-container](http://www.zebra.com/smartpack-container)
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